
Our client, based in Karlsruhe, is an internet service provider and data centre operator. They have over 75.000
business and private clients worldwide. Their main focus is on providing webhosting, virtual and dedicated
servers as well as their support through management services. Our customer strives for continuous
development and stands for high quality standards.
For a position that can be done 100% remotely (but does not have to), our client is looking for a:

Python Software Engineer Cloud Services (m/f/d) - 100% remote possible

Job-ID: CF-00003618
Ort: Karlsruhe

Tasks:
The project realizes a part of a vision of an automatic data centre. The focus lies on a completely automatic
activation of servers and the depiction of the life cycle of the hardware. An additional challenge is given by
over 90 Pops which will be a crucial part of the future infrastructure. Our customer works agile and spread
out, relies on self-responsibility and ensures the quality through sophisticated CI Pipelines and Peer Reviews.

Developing and providing safe and high availability services within the eco system of our customer's
cloud
You take care of services such as CloudDNS and Baremetal Provisioning by developing Backend
Services based on Python, Django and Django REST Framework
You design the future of the hosted DNS Services
Securing the correct and quick distribution of data
Capturing fine statistics and provision of best performance for high demands

Your technical qualifications:

Finished technical education (HTL, FH, TU) or relevant work experience
Very good knowledge of using Python
Experience with Linux as well as an understanding of the interaction between network, operating
system and software
Experience in dealing with relational data bases (MySQL, MSSQL, PostgreSQL,...)
Knowledge in dealing with automation tools are of advantage (Ansible)
Fluent in English
German language skills are a plus

Your personal qualifications:

Independent and reliable way of working
High customer and service orientation
High quality consciousness

Our client offers:
You can expect a familial and supporting work environment where your personal development and further



education is a priority. Moreover, you can look forward to a salary above average and generous leisure spaces.

 

Ihr Ansprechpartner:
Steffen Hahn
auteega GmbH
Kaiserring 14-16
68161 Mannheim

Telefon: +49 151 624 363 99
E-Mail: steffen.hahn@auteega.com
Jetzt bewerben

https://www.auteega.com/stellenangebote/details/?jobid=8f2196f8-660d-11eb-b163-93c61d546468&apply=true

